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11 DO and Don’ts of selecting a site for Home
1.

Avoid nearby flyover especially under it
Besides suffering from a noisy traffic, such setting also brings
unkind energies to the house.
2. Sharp object directly facing your window or door
When I said directly facing meaning that the object is at small
eye level to your house or window, and distant apart does not
caused too much concern for us.
3. A direct road facing either your front door or rear door
Such setting is said to bring unnecessary grievances or back
stabber to family members be it at work of home.
4. Too big of tree near your door
Anything that is too big is bad to the family members. Such
setting will block away any kind energy from entering your
house.
5. Nearby factory
Any factory especially chemical factory poses health
problems to members.
6. All glass home
Transparent home is bad for privacy and causes constant
arguments among members.
7. Avoid a round shape home
It is a general saying is Chinese that the heaven is round and
the earth is square. We human being can only live in a square
shape home and only ‘god’ can live in a round shape home.
8. Avoid hospital, funeral home and churches nearby
Such setting is said to attract too much unknown energies to
the vicinity. Such energies might be good or bad.
9. Your front door with dying trees
Such dying trees or plants nearby might cause health
problems to members. At the same token, face retreating
energies.
10. Too small unit or too high
Avoid selecting a house that is either too tall or too small in
the area.
11. A cross roads that mirrored like a scissor
This is a no in Feng Shui principle; such setting might bring
unkind energies to home that lead to mental disorder or
depression
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